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This style guide walks you step-by-step through each piece of the needed elements 
for your brand. It includes the necessary items of messaging, logo, fonts, and colors. 
With each item broken down in further detail for its implementation to dimensions, 
sizes, and security areas you’ll be supremely successful in its implementation.

CONTENTSFRESH  |   TASTY  |   LOCAL
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Company Elements
Company Purpose & Mission Statement 
Brand Characteristics 
Voice and Tone
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Mission Statement
Aloha Salsa takes a traditional process for creating salsa and turns it on its head with un-
traditional ingredients and flavors. The infusion of local Hawaiian flavors takes standard 
fare and turns it into your favorite party or adventure. 

Through local, fun ingredients each jar of salsa is crafted in an honest, consistent way to 
drive flavorful impact with each bite. The brand is a personification of that bold vibrancy 
shared from each jar of salsa. We want our consumers to take this flavorful, party in jar 
with them as they go exploring on intrepid adventures or lounge on the beach.

Nothing beats standing around chips and salsa sharing your latest, greatest adventure 
with your friends. When a customer opens a jar of Aloha Salsa they unpack that fun.

Company Purpose

Traditionally,
 UntraditionalBRAND

SLOGAN

This slogan is directed to anyone who wants a salsa that’s not your normal salsa. A fresh twist on an original 
favorite that will drive your taste bud’s wild. This is a promise that you are in for something new, exciting, and fun.
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These are the core brand values that drive the success of our brand. Each one of these 
points drives our culture, who we are as a company, and how we communicate with our 
consumers. Embody these points in everything you do related to Aloha Salsa.

Brand Characteristics

Fresh
We make sure that ingredients are as fresh as possible in every jar of salsa we create. 
That is a commitment of farm-to-jar so when it goes jar-to-party you taste the quality of 
every ingredient.

Tasty
Taste is the cornerstone of how we make our brand unique. We love saying how our 
pineapple habanero combines the sweet and heat. That’s true for every type of salsa 
we produce, each one is distinct and packed with flavor. That taste extends beyond the 
salsa to our brand and evolves into creating tasteful art, choices, and events to name a 
few of the characters extensions.

Local
The heart and soul of Aloha Salsa comes from our localness.  “If it ain’t local, it ain’t for 
us.”  The ingredients we choose for each salsa come from the traditional Mexican recipe 
and the local flavor.  Without local roots we are just boring old salsa. Rep Aloha!a
As our community grows we embrace new cultures, each with its own flavor palette 
and distinct characteristics. These new palettes bring new ingredients.  Wherever our 
salsa may reach we embrace the local ingredients and craft a salsa that represents the 
uniqueness of its community.

Diversity
From our personally unique background, 
ingredients locales, and spectrum of fla-
vors that span the globe, we’ve developed 
and mix of flavors.  These flavors push not 
only the growth of salsa as the top condi-
ment in the US, but drive Aloha Salsa to be 
distinct and memorable in its flavor profile.

Honest – in our ingredients
This ties us to our community and shows 
that we care about who they are by being 
honest about who we are, a traditionally, 
untraditional salsa whose heart is in the 
island. Through integrity and honesty of in-
gredients choices this value seeps into our 
brand. Make sure that messaging is bold 
but truthful.

Fun
Everyone loves an Aloha party because 
an Aloha party don’t stop. What good is a 
party without Aloha salsa? Well, it’s not a 
party. We never take ourselves to seriously 
and the brand is all about balance. Life is 
more than work, and even in work, we it 
must be enjoyed. Otherwise, why are we 
doing it? 

Bold
Be bold. Each salsa ingredient is chosen 
for 1 or more of the 5 characteristics above, 
but it will always have this one as well. We 
choose our recipes with a purpose, we 
want them to stand out and make a state-
ment with our consumers. This permeates 
in our marketing and brand, it must be a 
bold expression. 
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A company’s voice is heard throughout it’s communication no matter the medium; 
speech, written, social, etc. This is iconic and indicative of who we are as Aloha Salsa.
What distinguishes our voice to make it unique is that we are entertaining above all else. 
Our brand is steeped in fun and is the salsa that you want at your party. It’s the exciting 
new puppy you show off to your friends.

Voice
The idea of how unique our salsa is must be expressed 
in the way we communicate across every platform 
with a twist on traditional means. Don’t meekly make 
a claim that our salsa is good. Aloha Salsa is like that 
bonfire beach party under a starlight night that lasted 
until sunrise.

Tone
Tone is different than voice in the way you emotionally express your message. For exam-
ple, we can express voice and tone in a statement like this. “We regret to inform you that 
another competitor has passed leaving Aloha Salsa as the continued freshest salsa in 
Hawaii.”

Our tone will vary by platform and medium to give the brand emotion and sentiment. 
These tones will help complement our overall voice. The tones we will use across differ-
ent mediums are listed here.

Voice and Tone

Boldy,
Entertaining

ENERGETIC

CONFIDENT

PROVOCATIVE

RESPECTFUL

CHATTY

YOUTHFUL

INFORMAL
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Brand Elements
Logo 
Alternate Logos 
Logo Usage 
Incorrect Logo Usage 
Security Area and Minimum Size
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The logo is composed of an icon and the name of the brand. As a whole, it has a great 
impact, first by the sans serif family used and second by the degree of synthesis of 
the icon.

The Logotype has two versions, full version and name version. Only when the logo was 
over an image or when the sizes is too small, the name version has to be used.

Logo Alternate Logo

RED CHILLI
Pantone 2035CP
C: 0  |  M: 95  |  Y: 100  |  K: 00
R: 228  |  G: 35  |  B: 18
#e42312

BLACK CHILLI
Pantone Black 3 CP
C: 65  |  M: 45  |  Y: 65  |  K: 95
R: 11  |  G: 19  |  B: 08
#0b1208

Full Version

Name Version

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oxzfGpZiGLodnQ_fcTAzNS78wAtStV8v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oxzfGpZiGLodnQ_fcTAzNS78wAtStV8v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oxzfGpZiGLodnQ_fcTAzNS78wAtStV8v/view?usp=sharing
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When the logo goes over a color background it must follow these examples: When the logo goes over a image it must used the name version and in white or red 
colors in one of the bottom corners:

Logo Usage

In cases that backgrounds colors cause vibration… … you may use it in black or white version   

1X

1/2X

1/2X
1/4 of the image

1/3 of the image

· In Vertical formats, the logo size is 1/3 of the image.
· In cases of white or light colors backgrounds, the 

logo must be in black or color version. 
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The Logo may be used as the file downloaded. All modifications are forbidden and 
applies to all logo versions (color and monochromatic). Here are a few examples of 
wrong uses of logo.

Incorrect uses

Modify the Height

Use it Vertical

Invert it

Modify the Width
Mix colors

Low contrast with background

Gradient the logo

Use the full version or change opacity

Low contrast with background

Apply effects on logo

Change position and size over images

Mix colors

Use it Diagonal

Invert it
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The Logo should be used within the security area designed for good readability.

Security area

10 mm

30,5 mm

90 px

260 px

5 mm

10,8 mm

25px

50 px

1 X

1/2X

1/2X

1/2X1/2X

1 X

1/2X

1/2X

1/2X1/2X

Sizes
The size of the Logo should be the right one according to where it is used. In 
all cases, the minimum size that guarantees good readability is:

FOR
PRINT

FOR
WEB

In cases of small sizes the Name version of logo must be used.
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Brand Resources
Icon and Usage 
Fonts 
Colors palette 
Gradients 
Pattern Vectors 
Photo Style and Editing
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The Icon is a part of the Logo and a graphic representation of the brand. The icon is 
also a brand element and could be used —as a part of the identity— in some pieces of 
stationary like letterhead, evenlope and brand folder. There are tree possible version of 
the logo: Box container, Circle conteiner and Without container.

Icon and Usage

Box
container

Circle
container

Without
container

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ox9gn8tMJMif_WuFqcN8fKjiIiQQTzMF/view?usp=sharing
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The brand takes these fonts as part of the identity. 
Primary font: Montserrat  |  Secondary Font: Bitter

MONTSERRAT
This font represents the spirit of Aloha Salsa 
Co. It’s the primary font, so everything must 
be writing in Montserrat and his variables. 
Especially must be used for paragraphs and 
long texts (more than one line). To outstand-
ing words in a text line, you may use stronger 
versions like Bold or Black.

Being a high contrast typeface, it can be 
used to create impact by using light and 
bold variables.

BITTER
Bitter is a secondary font of the system, 
and it was chosen to create more impact 
and contrast. His characteristics make it 
a strong font, very readable and good in 
contrast.

Bitter will be used only in titles, subtitles 
and short phrases (between five and ten 
words).

Fonts

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TwxFNsxdwjHgHs_5FJaL8PFhmuT1SCU-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TwxFNsxdwjHgHs_5FJaL8PFhmuT1SCU-/view?usp=sharing
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FABIO KERR
Director of Flavor
Aloha Salsa Co. was founded with 
the intention of bringing delicious 
chips and salsa to the Hawaiian Is-
lands.
Sourcing all of the produce from 
Hawaii-based farms, we create our 
salsa with the freshest of ingredi-
ents that you can taste with every 
bite. Always experimenting with 
new flavors and recipes, we want to 
engage and involve the local com-
munity in order to create more ex-
citing salsas for everyone to enjoy.
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The color Palette is Spicy and Joy. Was inspired in colorfull blanket textures used as a 
background of food dishes. 

There are two brand colors setting as primary system. The brand colors could be uses as 
a background or in some icons and elements. The Secondary system is used to expand 
color brands and could be used to create contrast and impact in web or print messages, 
when the primary sistem couldn’t be used.

The duotone gradients are only to be used as a plain background on informal communi-
cations. They are made with brand system color and secondary system colors following 
this information:

Color Palette Gradients

GRAYSCALE: 100%GRAYSCALE: 70%

PRINT
C:55 – M:05 – Y:100 – K:00

WEB
#7CB82F

PANTONE
368 C

PRINT
C:00 – M:09 – Y:100 – K:00

WEB
#FFDF00

PANTONE
369 C

GRAYSCALE: 30% GRAYSCALE: 15% GRAYSCALE: 70%

PRINT
C:90 – M:70 – Y:00 – K:00

WEB
#2F52A0

PANTONE
2132 C

PRINT
C:00 – M:95 – Y:100 – K:00

PRINT
C:65 – M:45 – Y:65 – K:95

WEB
#e42312

WEB
#0b1208

PANTONE
2035 C

PANTONE
Black 3 C

DUOTONES AND TRITONES
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The pattern vectors have to refer to the Mexican culture, its textures and plots.

This vector it must be use it in line in red, black or withe colors, as 
the examples below:

Pattern Vectors

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c3cMp7jZL-UVHAapxveIPaxsae3FL49_/view?usp=sharing
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The photograph style must follow these directions:

Photo Style and Editing

Cenital photography: 
· Food elements and to present food dishes.

Framing elements:
· Texture of food elements.

Position & Angle:
· Min. High angle
· Eye-level angle

Extreme Close-up shots:
· Shows food texture to create backgrounds or patterns.

The photography has to have good saturation colors to create impact. The shots can vary between full shot 
medium shot or very close-up shot. In dishes photography, it is recommended use light backgrounds.
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In case of informal pictures and photographs who has customers enjoying life and food, 
the uses of some filters are allowed.

Nashville Filter  |  For photographs showing people eating, or Aloha Salsa products. B/W  |  For portraits or photographs who documents important reunion or visits.

1977 Filter  |  For photographs showing people having fun, enjoying life and food.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fC6rnUV_Dag6CXZSk93E3v-aWzL2y6_5/view?usp=sharing
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Digital Implementation
Facebook page 
Twitter profile 
Instagram ideas
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This is how Facebook’s profile page must looks.

Facebook profile

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZP16w-8-el3B9AdpN7WIkMPfvqFBzl2D/view?usp=sharing
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This is how Twitter’s profile page must looks.

Twitter profile

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZP16w-8-el3B9AdpN7WIkMPfvqFBzl2D/view?usp=sharing
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This is how Instagram’s profile page must looks. 
Here you find some ideas to improve your feed and get the best of your brand.

Intagram

# 01
You can mix images with brand elements 
like logo or icon in a row.

# 02
Upload photos with a color theme. Colors could be 
brand system of secondary system.
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# 05
Use image with different backgrounds 
and sizes.

# 03
With photos in a row, mix angle and position. 
Try differents shots like full shot or long shot. 

# 06
Upload different shots, sizes and backgrounds. It’s a 
good way to create an impact feed.

# 04
Uploading photos in mosaic is good to create im-
pact and suspense on instagram feed.
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Print Implementation
Business Card 
Letterhead & Mail signature 
DL Envelope 
Merchandise
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Business Card

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wZZ9X6UsjYT63gAS99D3pnMgHd6hpbz0/view?usp=sharing
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DL EnvelpeLetterhead & Mail signature

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LLkDNbhQg_fvKL-ei_jRxILBKOm6WpqR/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QbVzl0txQbsPJLASJW0cCBBjsYaKjKGr/view?usp=sharing
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Merchandise
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© 2019  |  ALOHA SALSA CO.


